Vault Salutes Military Veterans

In observance of Veterans Day, we at VAULT would like to highlight all the features our platform offers exclusively for our veteran community. Transitioning out of the military and into the civilian workforce marks an extremely important period for those who have dedicated themselves to the service of our country. I know—it can be very stressful not knowing what lies ahead and how you will be able to provide for yourself and/or your family. However, there are many features on Vault that can help prepare for this period to ease the natural stresses, frustrations and unknowns.

The military has prepared you for the civilian workforce more than you likely recognize. Taking ownership of tasks, being able to confidently brief senior level individuals, and having the ability to coordinate available resources in order to complete the mission are looked upon very favorably. Take those cornerstones and build upon them. Proper planning and preparation are keys to your success in this transition phase of your life. Only you can make the switch successful. Effectively applying your military experience, relying on a strong network for guidance and thoroughly considering your career interests will go a long way in building your confidence as you prepare to start your next mission and launch into the civilian career world. Don’t delay, access your brand VAULT PORTAL today!
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